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Ghosts of the New City Dec 07 2020 Chiang Mai (literally, “new city”) suffered badly in the 1997 Asian financial crisis as
the Northern Thai real estate bubble collapsed along with the Thai baht, crushing dreams of a renaissance of Northern
prosperity. Years later, the ruins of the excesses of the 1990s still stain the skyline. In Ghosts of the New City, Andrew
Alan Johnson shows how the trauma of the crash, brought back vividly by the political crisis of 2006, haunts efforts to
remake the city. For many Chiang Mai residents, new developments harbor the seeds of the crash, which manifest
themselves in anxious stories of ghosts and criminals who conceal themselves behind the city’s progressive veneer.
Hopes for rebirth and fears of decline have their roots in Thai conceptions of progress, which draw from Buddhist and
animist ideas of power and sacrality. Cities, Johnson argues, were centers where the charismatic power of kings and

animist spirits were grounded; these entities assured progress by imbuing the space with sacred power that would avert
disaster. Johnson traces such magico-religious conceptions of potency and space from historical records through presentday popular religious practice and draws parallels between these and secular attempts at urban revitalization. Through a
detailed ethnography of the contested ways in which academics, urban activists, spirit mediums, and architects seek to
revitalize the flagging economy and infrastructure of Chiang Mai, Johnson finds that alongside the hope for progress there
exists a discourse about urban ghosts, deadly construction sites, and the lurking anxiety of another possible crash, a
discourse that calls into question history’s upward trajectory. In this way, Ghosts of the New City draws new connections
between urban history and popular religion that have implications far beyond Southeast Asia.
Current Literature Sep 04 2020
Living with Ghosts Dec 19 2021 The book is based on true life events, of life living alone in a haunted flat in southern
England. An ordeal that lasted three terrifying years. and tested his courage and powers of determination to the extreme. a
journey that has left him mentally scarred by what he lived through. events that involved the church and doctors. both of
which he turned to out of pure desperation. a battle in which the support of his sceptical family was never forthcoming.
when his only allies were total strangers. a long and frightening road that to this day he still walks.
A Glimpse of Ghosts Jun 13 2021
Jessicas Geist Apr 23 2022 Francis führt in der Schule ein einsames, unglückliches Leben, denn er ist der einzige Junge,
der sich für Mode interessiert und selbst Kleidung näht. Das perfekte Opfer. In Jessica findet er zum ersten Mal eine
Freundin. Doch Jessica ist ein Geist, der seit über einem Jahr in der Stadt herumschwebt – bisher allerdings vollkommen
unsichtbar. Wieso nicht für Francis? Auch die kleinwüchsige, «unmädchenhafte» Andi und der übergewichtige Roland
können Jessica sehen und hören. Bald schon verbindet die vier Außenseiter eine Freundschaft, die keiner von ihnen zuvor
gekannt hat. Die Frage ist: Was haben sie alle gemeinsam? Und warum ist Jessica überhaupt als Geist unterwegs?
Ghost Rider Oct 05 2020 This bold narrative written by the drummer and lyricist for the band Rush shows how Peart tried
to stay alive by staying on the move after the loss of his 19-year-old daughter and his wife. The book will be sold as part of
the band's official merchandise during its 47-city American tour. 20 photos. 15 maps.
Time for Andrew Aug 27 2022 When he goes to spend the summer with his great-aunt in the family's old house, elevenyear-old Drew is drawn eighty years into the past to trade places with his great-great-uncle who is dying of diptheria.
Reprint.
The Funeral of Mr. Wang May 12 2021 The funeral of Mr. Wang -- Of transitions and transformations -- Of space and place
: Separation and distinction in the homes of the dead -- Of strangers and kin : moral family and ghastly strangers in urban

sociality -- Of gifts and commodities : Spending on the dead while providing for the living -- Of rules and regulations :
governing mourning -- Of souls and spirits : secularization and its limits -- Of dreams and memories : a ghost story from a
land where haunting is banned -- Epilogue.
Ghosthunting Southern New England Nov 25 2019 On this leg of the journey you’ll explore the scariest spots in Southern
New England. Author Andrew Lake visits more than 30 legendary haunted places, all of which are open to the public—so
you can test your own ghosthunting skills, if you dare. Join Andrew as he visits each site, snooping around eerie rooms
and dark corners, talking to people who swear to their paranormal experiences, and giving you a first-hand account. Enjoy
Ghosthunting Southern New England from the safety of your armchair or hit the road, using the maps, “Haunted Places”
travel guide with 50 more spooky sites and “Ghostly Resources.” Buckle up and get ready for the spookiest ride of your
life.
Das Geisterspiel Jun 25 2022
Ghost Towns of Muskoka Apr 30 2020 The authors explore the tragic history of communities whose stars have long since
faded, and the people who once lived, loved, and laboured in them.
Railway Pamphlets: Power brakes for freight trains Jul 22 2019
Famous Ghosts, Phantoms, and Poltergeists for the Millions Jul 14 2021
Identität Jul 02 2020 Der New-York-Times-Bestseller! Drei Aussteiger, die sich auf den abgründigsten Trip ihres Lebens
begeben: Ryan gerät in die Fänge eines Mannes, der als hochkrimineller Identitätsräuber sein Geld verdient. Es ist sein
eigener Vater. Miles ist auf der Suche nach seinem Zwillingsbruder. Der leidet an Schizophrenie und ist seit zehn Jahren
verschwunden. Lucy verliebt sich in ihren charismatischen Geschichtslehrer. Gemeinsam steigt sie mit ihm aus, nach
Nebraska, ins Niemandsland. Aber ist der Mann an ihrer Seite wirklich der, für den sie ihn gehalten hat? Eine
atemberaubende Story, deren Einzelteile sich zu einem dramatischen Ganzen zusammenfügen. Und die unweigerlich auf
ein ziemlich perfides Ende zuläuft ... «Ich habe lange darauf gewartet, dass jemand mal ein richtig gutes Buch über
Identitätsraub schreibt, und ich bin sehr froh, dass Dan Chaon es nun getan hat!» Jonathan Franzen
Space, Inc Oct 25 2019 HELP WANTED: Position open for goal-oriented professional. Must be willing to work in zero
gravity. MAY THE WORK-FORCE BE WITH YOU. In this all-new, original anthology, today's top sf talents tackle
tomorrow's jobs-in space and beyond. Each story in this intriguing collection begins with a Want Ad-and ends up revealing
a space-age working world of headhunters, applicants, bosses, and employees. So punch the timeclock-and get to work...
It's not just a job. It's the future.
Ghost and Bone Sep 28 2022 Discover a new spooky middle grade adventure for fans of Neil Gaiman and Nevermoor:

The Trials of Morrigan Crow about a cursed boy who embarks on a journey into a magical city of ghosts to find out who he
really is. Oscar Grimstone is a normal kid—aside from his secret Curse. Whenever he touches something living, like a
flower or his classroom goldfish, they always seem to die. But then Oscar discovers an even bigger secret: even though he
is very much alive, he has the ability to transform into a ghost. Just when he thinks things can't get any stranger two ghosts
show up at his home in a skeleton carriage and he winds up joining them on a journey beyond the real world to a place he
never knew existed—the city of ghosts. There Oscar will discover a place where people go once they die, before they
aboard a ship to the The Other Side. But will he find out who he really is? "Hauntingly entertaining."—BCCB, starred
review
The Carriage House Jun 01 2020 Fun and a little hard work. That's all Tess Haviland had in mind when Ike Grantham
paid her for her graphic design work with the run-down, nineteenth-century carriage house on Boston's North Shore. Then
Ike disappeared, and now Tess finds herself with much more than a simple weekend project to get her out of the city. It's
not just the rumors that the carriage house is haunted—it's the neighbors: six-year-old Dolly Thorne, her reclusive
babysitter, Harley Beckett…and especially Dolly's father, Andrew Thorne, who has his own ideas about why Tess has
turned up next door. But when Tess discovers a human skeleton in her dirt cellar, she begins to ask questions about the
history of the carriage house, the untimely death of Andrew's wife…and Ike's disappearance. Questions a desperate killer
wants to silence before the truth reveals that someone got away with murder.
Destroy All Monsters, and Other Stories Mar 30 2020 Contains ten short fiction stories in which Greg Hrbek explores
what it means to be human and inhuman.
Werewolves of Wisconsin and Other American Myths, Monsters and Ghosts Jan 28 2020 The United States has a rich
haunted history not often recounted in school. Beyond the Liberty Bell and right under the presidential noses on Mount
Rushmore exists a dark and sinister world, which harbors secret creatures, beings both malevolent and benevolent, that
inhabit the nation—ghosts and monsters unwilling or unable to abandon the American landscape. Hitchhike along on this
transnational road trip with excursions to the most haunted American locations, including the home of Lizzie Borden, the
Waverly Hills Sanatorium, and the Winchester Mystery House. Close your eyes through Ohio, purported to be the most
haunted state in the nation. Watch out for the Frozen Bodies in Lake Tahoe, the Werewolves rumored to roam a lone
stretch of road in Wisconsin, and the Bell Witch of Tennessee. And don’t venture too close to the colonial era cemetery in
Leicester, Massachusetts, for as the story goes, the only way out is through Hell.
To-day Aug 23 2019
Ghosts of St. Andrews - A Ghost Tour of the Ancient City Sep 16 2021 St. Andrews in Scotland is not only the home of

Golf it is also the home of Ghosts! Ghosts of St. Andrews is a unique virtual or self-guided Ghost Tour of St. Andrews.
Along with previously unpublished firsthand accounts, the book includes researched published material spanning hundreds
of years. With ghost stories, ghostly legends and tales this is the most comprehensive collection St. Andrews has ever
seen. The book has 356 pages and is fully illustrated with many photos from around the town. The book covers 75
locations and well over 100 ghostly encounters. The tour itself covers 65 locations and all are in easy walking distance
around the centre of St. Andrews. The book is complete with a copy of W. T. Linskill's famous 1911 work St. Andrews
Ghost Stories, annotated with additional information and cross-referenced with the many accounts in the book itself. This is
an unusual and exiting way to learn more of the town's history and its corresponding abundance of enduring ghostly
residents including ghostly golfers on the Old Course! This is a must for any interested in Ghosts and especially those
interested in historic St. Andrews 'Ghosts of St. Andrews' is the companion book to 'Ghosts of Fife' by the same author.
This is the first book that has been written exclusively about the ghosts in Fife. The book also features many firsthand
accounts, legends and stories. 'Ghosts of Fife' is an A to Z of over 80 places in the Kingdom and includes a trail of 25
Haunted Castles.
Metafiction and the Postwar Novel Mar 22 2022 Metafiction and the Postwar Novel is a full-length reassessment of one
of the definitive literary forms of the postwar period, sometimes known as 'postmodern metafiction'. In the place of largescale theorizing, this book centres on the intimacies of writing situations - metafiction as it responds to readers, literary
reception, and earlier works in a career. The emergence of archival materials and posthumously published works helps to
bring into view the stakes of different moments of writing. It develops new terms for discussing literary self-reflexivity,
derived from a reading of Don Quixote and its reception by J.L. Borges - the 'self of writing' and the 'public author as
signature'. Across three comprehensive chapters, Metafiction and Postwar Fiction shows how some of the most highlyregarded postwar writers were motivated to incorporate reflexive elements into their writing - and to what ends. The first
chapter, on South African novelist J. M. Coetzee, shows with a new clarity how his fictions drew from and relativized
academic literary theory and the conditions of writing in apartheid South Africa. The second chapter, on New Zealand
writer Janet Frame, draws widely from her fictions, autobiographies, and posthumously published materials. It
demonstrates the terms in which her writing addresses a readership seemingly convinced that her work expressed the
interior experience of 'madness'. The final chapter, on American writer Philip Roth, shows how his early reception led to his
later, and often explosive, reconsiderations of identity and literary value in postwar America.
GHOST STORIES OF ST ANDREWS - 17 Scottish Ghostly Tales Nov 18 2021 St Andrews is renowned for its
ecclesiastical ruins, ancient university and proud distinction as ‘the home of golf’. Some say the town deserves far more

recognition for its paranormal activity and links. In 1911, W.T. Linskill penned the original edition of St Andrews Ghost
Stories, of which this is the 4th edition printed in 1921. In this edition he recounts 17 spine-tingling, ghostly stories
associated with the historic town in Fife, Scotland. Most seem to have a religious connection to the Cathedral ruins with the
ghosts of Priors , Monks, Veiled Nuns and screaming skulls. In addition to an introductory poem, titled Ghosts and
Phantoms, in this volume you will find the stories of: The Beckoning Monk The Hauntings And Mysteries Of Lausdree
Castle A Haunted Manor House And The Duel At St Andrews The Apparition Of The Prior Of Pittenweem A True Tale Of
The Phantom Coach The Veiled Nun Of St Leonards The Monk Of St Rule’s Tower Related By Captain Chester The
Screaming Skull Of Greyfriars The Spectre Of The Castle The Smothered Piper Of The West Cliffs The Beautiful White
Lady Of The Haunted Tower Concerning More Appearances Of The White Lady A Spiritualistic Seance The Apparition Of
Sir Rodger De Wanklyn The Bewitched Ermentrude A Very Peculiar House The stories of the “White Lady”, first in her
haunted tower, and other sightings around St. Andrews are of particular interest. Does the White Lady still haunt St
Andrews; when was the last sighting of her? Well you will simply have to visit St Andrews and find out for yourself. If you
do visit, be sure to tale the St Andrews Ghost Tour. We would also like to know if the story of “The Apparition Of Sir
Rodger De Wanklyn” was the inspiration for “Nearly Headless Nick”, played by John Cleese, in J K Rowling’s Harry Potter
films. Who knows? This maybe a connection that the author wishes to remain a secret. Oh, and while you’re in Scotland,
be sure to visit Nether Lochaber. Why you ask? If you do make it to Nether Lochaber, go to the Fairy Hill, for it is said you
may hear the music of fairies with your own ears. But you must go on a fine day…… YESTERDAY'S BOOKS FOR
TODAY'S CHARITIES 10% of the profit from the sale of this book will be donated to charities ---------------------------KEYWORDS/TAGS: fairy tales, folklore, myths, legends, children’s stories, children’s stories, bygone era, Linskill, St
Andrews Ghost Stories, ghosts, gouls, 17 stories, spine-tingling, hair raising, Beckoning Monk, Haunting, Mystery,
Lausdree Castle, Haunted Manor House, Duel At St Andrews, Apparition, Prior Of Pittenweem, Phantom Coach, Veiled
Nun, St Leonards, Monk, St Rule’s Tower, Captain Chester, Screaming Skull, Greyfriars, Spectre, Castle, Smothered
Piper, West Cliffs, Beautiful White Lady, Haunted Tower, Spiritualistic, Séance, Sir Rodger De Wanklyn, Bewitched
Ermentrude, Peculiar House, Harry potter, J K Rowling, Nether Lochaber, Fairy Hill, music, cold,
Ghost Medicine Feb 09 2021 The summer before Troy Stotts turns seventeen, his mother dies. Troy and his father barely
speak, communicating instead by writing notes on a legal pad by the phone. Troy spends most of his time with his closest
friends: Tom Buller, brash and fearless, the son of a drunk; Gabe Benavidez, smart enough to know he'll never take over
the family ranch; and Gabe's sister, Luz, whose family overprotects her, and who Troy has loved since they were children.
Troy and his friends don't want trouble. They want this to be the summer of what Troy calls "ghost medicine," when time

seems to stop, so they won't have to face the past or the future. But before the summer is over, their paths will cross in
dangerous and fateful ways with people who will change their lives: Rose, a damaged derelict who lives with a flock of wild
horses and goats; and Chase Rutledge, the arrogant sheriff's son. Troy and his friends want to disappear. Instead, they
will become what they least expect —brothers, lovers, heroes, and ghosts.
The Book of Dreams and Ghosts Jan 20 2022 Scottish Renaissance man Andrew Lang made important contributions in a
staggering array of academic and creative disciplines. In addition to publishing many works of poetry, fiction, and nonfiction, he also was instrumental in the formation of the field of study now known as anthropology and was an important
collector of folk tales in Europe and the UK. This volume of collected tales and scholarly analysis offers fascinating insight
into the role that dreams and supernatural elements play in folklore and myth.
Two Ghosts Jul 26 2022 One day, Andrew got old paper which is packed with his breads."A ghost gave information.
Scotland police arrested Mayer for murdering his wife."This news wondered Andrew.A news item in the corner of the paper
attracted Andrew."A ghost gave information. Scotland police saved ten kidnapped girls and arrested criminals."
The Book Buyer Sep 23 2019
Dreams and Ghosts Feb 21 2022 A pioneering anthropologist and folklorist presents scores of lively and reputedly true
ghost stories from around the world, featuring the naked ghost, the rattlesnake ghost, the dancing devil, other apparitions.
Ghost-Hunter's Casebook May 24 2022 Andrew Green, who died in 2004, was for sixty years one of Britain's most active
and best-known ghost-hunters. The Daily Telegraph famously christened him 'the Spectre Inspector'. The author of bestsellers such as Our Haunted Kingdom and Ghost Hunting: a Practical Guide, he investigated hundreds of reported
hauntings during his career, from famous cases such as 'the poltergeist girl of Battersea' to cases where a client had
simply taken the wrong medication before bed. The most important cases from his lifetime of research are collected
together in this volume - alongside new research and many reports that have never previously been published. This is an
essential guide to the career of Britain's most famous ghost-hunter, and indeed to the paranormal history of 'our haunted
kingdom'.
The Anatomy of Ghosts Oct 29 2022 The Anatomy of Ghosts is a gripping historical mystery from the bestselling author
of The Ashes of London 1786, Jerusalem College, Cambridge. The ghost of murdered Sylvia Whichcote is sighted
prowling the grounds by commoner Frank Oldershaw. Worried her son is descending into madness, Frank's anxious
mother employs rationalist John Holdsworth to investigate the sighting, throwing the uneasy status quo at the college into
chaos. For the sinister Holy Ghost Club governs the privileged life at Jerusalem. Pursued by the ghost of his dead wife,
Maria, and Elinor, the very-much-alive Master's wife, Holdsworth must unravel the circumstances surrounding Sylvia's

death or succumb to the hauntings himself . . .
Current Literature Aug 03 2020
Andrew Lang Collection - the Arabian Nights and the Book of Dreams and Ghosts Feb 27 2020 "The Arabian Nights"
is the title which encompasses all of the Persian, Arabian and Indian folk tales which have made their way into western
culture over hundreds of years. This collection was edited by Andrew Lang, and his selections were made with the purpose
of making the tales more suitable and interesting to a general audience. Scottish Renaissance man Andrew Lang made
important contributions in a staggering array of academic and creative disciplines. In addition to publishing many works of
poetry, fiction, and non-fiction, he also was instrumental in the formation of the field of study now known as anthropology
and was an important collector of folk tales in Europe and the UK. This volume of collected tales and scholarly analysis
offers fascinating insight into the role that dreams and supernatural elements play in folklore and myth.
Medieval Ghost Stories Dec 27 2019 Seventy-seven tales of the supernatural, intended to frighten and excite and bring to
heel their medieval audience, gathered from medieval chronicles, sagas, heroic poetry and romances.
Andrew Hind and Maria Da Silva 3-Book Bundle Mar 10 2021 Three titles in Andrew Hind and Maria Da Silva’s acclaimed
series on the local history, maritime colour, and even the shadowy side of Ontario’s most picturesque communities. From
ghost towns to actual ghosts, the unexpected abounds in this collection of the most surprising corners of Ontario — a must
for cottagers and local-history lovers, brought to you by two of the best! Includes: RMS Segwun Ghost Towns of Muskoka
Ghosts of Niagara-on-the-Lake
True Ghosts Apr 11 2021 From the vaults of FATE Magazine come true stories of encounters with ghosts, phantoms, and
haunted places. An elderly waitress silently serves breakfast to two friends at an eerily deserted diner—and the next day,
the friends discover the diner is out of business and slated for demolition. A phantom train still blows its whistle more than
fifty years after a gruesome accident. And a grandfather's spirit brings a warning that saves his family from a deadly house
fire. Over the past sixty years, FATEmagazine has published thousands of true ghost stories-personal accounts from
ordinary people who have had extraordinary run-ins with the spirit world. This collection features the best of these spinetingling, bizarre, heartwarming, and sometimes humorous haunting experiences. These frightening firsthand reports
include tales of: Ghostly Apparitions Messages from the Dead Dream Visitations Near-Death and Out-of-Body Experiences
Haunted Places Spirits Helping the Living Vortexes, Time Slips, and Portals to Other Dimensions Spirit Guides and Angels
Good words for the young, ed. by N. Macleod Nov 06 2020
Monstrous Things Jan 08 2021 An indispensable resource for students and researchers of paranormal myth and media,
this book explores the undead and unholy in literature, film, television, and popular culture. Following an introduction to

frightful manifestations in media, sections address ghosts, vampires, and monsters individually, and each section includes
a broad consideration of the ghost, vampire or monster in American culture. The section dedicated to ghosts examines the
"spectral turn" of popular culture and the ghost's relation to justice and mourning, with particular attention to Toni Morrison
and Herman Melville. In the vampires section, the author considers the undead bloodsucker's relationship to antiSemitism, suicide, and cinema. The third section discusses monsters in relation to topics such as global pandemics,
terrorism, mass shootings, "stranger danger," and social otherness, with attention to a range of popular culture texts
including the films IT and It Follows.
Library of Congress Catalogs Jun 20 2019
Edinburgh Critical Edition of the Selected Writings of Andrew Lang, Volume 1 Aug 15 2021 The Selected Works of
Andrew Lang: Volume 1Anthropology: Fairy Tale, Folklore, the Origins of Religion, Psychical ResearchEdited by Andrew
Teverson, Alexandra Warwick and Leigh WilsonThis is the first critical edition of the works of Andrew Lang (1844-1912),
the Scottish writer whose enormous output spanned the whole range of late-nineteenth century intellectual culture.
Neglected since his death, partly because of the diversity of his interests and the volume of his writing, his cultural
centrality and the interdisciplinary nature of his work make him a vital figure for contemporary scholars.This volume covers
Lang's wide and influential engagement with the central areas of late nineteenth-century anthropology. Lang made
decisive interventions in debates around the meaning of folk tales and the origins of religion, as well as being an important
figure in the investigation of spiritualist claims through psychical research. The work reproduced here includes journalism,
essays, extracts from books and previously unpublished letters which together articulate and challenge some of the central
ideas and discussions of the period, including evolution, the relation between modern and non-modern cultures, the nature
of scientific claims to truth, and the consequences of materialism. The volume will provide new and illuminating ways of
understanding and assessing the period for scholars across a range of disciplines, including those interested in the
histories of the fairy story, of science, of the occult, of colonialism and of anthropology.Key Features: Unpublished archival
materialCritical introductions to the major areas of his workFull explanatory notesAndrew Teverson is Professor of English
Literature and Associate Dean for the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at Kingston University, London. His research
centres on the use and meaning of fairy tales, and he has published both on the employment of them in contemporary
writing and on the historical development of the form. He is the author of Fairy Tale (Routledge, 2013).Alexandra Warwick
is Professor of English Studies and Head of the Department of English, Linguistics and Cultural Studies at the University of
Westminster. Her research is on Victorian culture, in particular the fin de sicle. Leigh Wilson is Reader in Modern Literature
in the Department of English, Linguistics and Cultural Studies at the University of Westminster. Her research focuses on

modernism, on the place of supernatural and occult beliefs and practices in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, and on the contemporary British novel. She is the author of Modernism and Magic: Experiments with
Spiritualism, Theosophy and the Occult (EUP, 2013).
Exposed, Uncovered & Declassified: Ghosts, Spirits, & Hauntings Oct 17 2021 What are ghosts, spirits, and other
apparitions? Why do they visit, and what do they want from us? Are OBEs, NDEs, and PDEs real? Exposed, Uncovered,
and Declassified: Ghosts, Spirits, & Hauntings tackles these questions and more, as some of the world’s best-known
paranormal experts come together in a tour de force of investigative journalism. Ghosts have been an integral part of the
folklore of almost every culture; indeed, extant references to them stretch as far back as the ancient civilization of Babylon.
And the evidence for their existence is mounting. Resident psychic for Paranormal State, Michelle Belanger, covers the
strange Phillip Experiment, in which a group of Canadian paranormal investigators attempted to create a spirit. Professor
of parapsychology Loyd Auerbach tells us what every ghost hunter should know about parapsychology. Noted expert on
paranormal research Joshua P. Warren carefully examines some startling photographic evidence of ghosts. Andrew
Nichols, PhD, director of the American Institute of Parapsychology, discusses his theory of haunted houses, which posits
hauntings as manifestations of ESP and/or psychological projection. Raymond Buckland (Buckland’s Book of Spirit
Communications) looks at ghosts as spirits and gives a take on how to talk to ghosts . . . and get a response. Folklorist Dr.
Bob Curran delves into the connection between poltergeists and human origins, and regales us with three classic cases of
poltergeist activity. Journalist Nick Redfern examines cases of ancient animal ghost apparitions. Noted folklorist Ursula
Bielski gives a spooky and detailed account of the “Vanishing Hitchhiker” phenomenon. Evidence of ghosts is
everywhere—if you know what to look for. Whether you’re a believer, a skeptic, or somewhere in between, Exposed,
Uncovered, and Declassified: Ghosts, Spirits, & Hauntings is sure to entertain and educate.
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